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Abstract| A general analysis strategy is expressed

in terms of state space search. The advantages of

optimal tree search and true maintenance systems

in the context of dynamic analysis are discussed. A

consecutive tree search algorithm is proposed for the

control mechanism in image sequence analysis. It

combines the focusing strength of tree search with

locally parallel tracking of competitive interpreta-

tions. An example of a road object tracking system

under ego-motion is particularly considered.

Keywords|tree search, image sequence analysis, in-

ference management, matching, road scene analysis,
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I. Introduction

A robust control for dynamic analysis means usu-

ally a tradeo� between computational complexity

and the quality of results. This leads to the re-

quirements of incremental and refreshing analysis

modes. The incremental mode means to focus on

important model and data parts �rst and subse-

quently to extend the temporary interpretation to

a full one. The refreshing mode induces two recog-

nition phases { hypothesis initialization and track-

ing. The key problem is a proper selection of the

initial interpretation among the set of competitive

interpretations. This requires the existence of a ro-

bust judgment scheme of partial results. For the

complex outdoor scene analysis this task has not

been solved yet. Opposite to single image analysis

in the case of dynamic analysis the stability of a

hypothesis over the time allows the creation of reli-

able judgment schemes. But this requires a parallel

tracking of competitive interpretations.

In this paper a control paradigm for image se-

quence analysis is discussed that satis�es the re-

quirements of incremental mode and stability of

generated results. A general analysis strategy is

presented in section II in terms of a partial in-

terpretation space (state space) traversal [1]. Two

classes of approaches to the management of compet-

itive analysis results are distinguished: a tree search

control ([2]) and a truth maintenance system ([3],

[4]). A related design problem discussed also in

section II concerns the problem of matching classes

between the model and data set ([5]). The consec-

utive tree search algorithm is described in section
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III. The road scene analysis under ego-motion ([6])

constitutes the application �eld of the algorithm

(section IV).

II. General Design Problems

A. Incremental Analysis Strategy

In the case of a complex hierarchical scene model

a general strategy of model and data subset selec-

tions should be performed by each analysis control.

Such a strategy tries to avoid an exhaustive model{

or data{dependent matching while focusing on im-

portant model concepts or data items ([7]). Let us

shortly explain a general strategy similar to the one

presented by Niemann et al. in [8]. In Fig. 1 exam-

ples of a hierarchical model and a data set are pro-

vided (top drawings). The ultimate analysis goal is

to create the best instance of a top level concept in

the model and to explain the largest part of the low

level data. At least two inference classes (concept

modi�cation and instantiation) are possible. The

modi�cation can be performed in two ways: from

top to down or from bottom to up along the part

hierarchy. The �rst modi�cation type performs a

data{driven selection of a (temporary) goal con-

cept in the model, whereas the second one deter-

mines the sub-model for instantiation (matching)

and at the same time, by restricting the domains of

concepts, it induces restrictions on the data items

and inference results. For example during the anal-

ysis in Fig. 1 the bottom{up selection of concept

A, the top{down modi�cation of concepts (B;C;D)

and the bottom{up instantiation of modi�ed con-

cepts (Q

1

(D);Q(B);Q

2

(D); Q(C);Q(A)) takes place.

The control strategy consists of repeated appli-

cation of inferences to speci�ed model concepts and

data items. We explain the strategy by means of by

the well known state space paradigm [1]. The infer-

ences are here abstracted to movements in the state

space of partial interpretations, that is generated

over the data and model sets (Fig. 1 (bottom)). In

the �rst step the concept A is selected and a mod-

i�ed concept Q(A) is generated { this is equivalent

to a hypothesis generation step H1 in state space.

A testing step for H1 means a local analysis for the

modi�ed concept Q(A). A modi�cation is equiv-

alent to the backward chaining between (implicit)

regions in state space (the steps R1; R2; R3; R4)

and an instantiation means the forward chaining
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between states (the steps V 1, V 2, V 3; V 4; V 5).
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Fig. 1 The inferences and state space traversal
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B. Consistency Maintenance

Now the question is how the decisions taken dur-

ing the analysis are represented and how a consis-

tent interpretation is searched for. Two di�erent

approaches are considered: (a) decision tree search

[2] and (b) central inference net maintenance [4].

In the case (a) the processing steps H1; R1; R2,

V 1; V 2; R3; V 3, V 4; V 5; H2 correspond to one search

path in the decision tree (Fig. 2). Each graph node

represents one consistent inference subset. An opti-

mal tree search is assumed, that is guided by judg-

ments of search tree nodes. This algorithm allows

to focus on important hypotheses without a time

consuming check of all the possible interpretations.

In the case (b) only one central inference net is

given that may contain many inconsistencies. In

the example in Fig. 3 �ve competitive instances of

the modi�ed concept Q(A) are generated. In the

search paradigm this instantiation causes the gen-

eration of �ve competitive search tree nodes, where

each of them contains one instance of Q(A). In the

second paradigm �ve assumption nodes A

1

; :::; A

5

and �ve justi�cation nodes J

1

; :::; J

5

are added to

the central inference net. An assumption is con-

tained in the net as long as one of its conclusions

(justi�cation nodes) is not proved to be wrong. All

the justi�cation nodes containing this wrong as-

sumption can be immediately removed from the in-

ference net.

C. Matching Classes

In the instantiation example in Fig. 1 exactly

one instance for each modi�ed concept has been

generated. In general the number of modi�ed con-

cepts and instances and the ordering of inference

steps may be exible. This exibility results from

the existence of two matching classes: (1) a model

dependent matching means a search for data items

(i.e. image segments, previous inference results)

that can �t given model entity, whereas the (2) data

dependent matching looks for model entities, that

explain a given data item. In the former case the

number of matching pairs (concept, data item) is

determined by the model, whereas in the later case

the number of matching pairs (data item, concept)

is determined by the available data set.

D. Problem De�nition

In this paper a control algorithm for dynamic im-

age analysis is de�ned that satis�es two (to some

extent excluding) conditions: (1) it avoids an ex-

haustive search, (2) a proper initialization of con-

sistent interpretations and a stable tracking of in-

stances are provided.

In the context of dynamic analysis the consis-

tency maintenance approach has at �rst view an

advantage over the tree search approach if stabi-

lization power is considered. As the decision about

competitive instances is postponed to a later time

(if necessary after several images) a parallel track-

ing of competitive hypotheses is always possible.

Thus the tracked hypotheses are stabilized inde-

pendently all the time. The selection decision made

after such a long initialization phase is more proper

than an immediate decision.
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APPL: Parameter Init

Search tree Init;

WHILE APPL: End is not satis�ed

WHILE search nodes exist in OPEN

v =Select and eliminate node from OPEN;

IF APPL: Single End is satis�ed

THENGOTO NEXT

APPL: S = Goals(v); bottom{up modi�cation

IF S is not empty

THEN Init Subspaces(S);

ELSE IF an Entity o

l

2 DATA(v) can be re-

freshed

THENRefresh( o

l

; v);

ELSE IF an Entity o

l

2 DATA(v) can be

instantiated

THEN Instantiate( o

l

; v);

ELSE IF an Entity o

l

2 DATA(v)

can be modi�ed

THENModify( o

l

; v);

NEXT: New Init()

Fig. 4 The consecutive tree search algorithm

The use of data dependent matching for con-

cepts, whose instance number can only be approx-

imately speci�ed in advance, enlarge the stabiliza-

tion power of the analysis. This matching case is

also useful for the process of combining data items,

which have di�erent judgments, into a more ab-

stract unit ([9]) and at the beginning of the analy-

sis.

At other side the selectivity of analysis is an im-

portant requirement for image sequence analysis.

Here an optimal tree search approach would be

prefered as its provides inconsistency{free solution

paths with a judgment controlled generation of par-

tial interpretations. The selectivity is increased if a

model dependent matching is made for every con-

cept.

III. Consecutive Tree Search

A tree search approach with model dependent match-

ing constitutes the basis of proposed control paradigm.

Due to the speci�c stability requirements of image

sequence analysis, the approach includes elements

of data dependent matching and a parallel propa-

gation of inconsistent sub-interpretations.

A. The Algorithm

The general consecutive tree search algorithm (im-

age sequence analysis with explicit search space rep-

resentation) is described in Fig. 4. The functions

activated by the control module are always search

tree operators. They select and expand the cur-

rent best search tree node, according to the lo-

cal inference set of the node. The inner WHILE{

cycle corresponds to single image processing. There

are three types of inference operators that gener-

ate, modify or refresh the instances and perform

appropriate search space expansion. The function

New Init selects some search space nodes and prop-

agates them to the next image search tree.

The refreshing operator is equivalent to a repeated

instantiation of instances, that are referred by a

propagated search tree node. In this way it means

an update of previous instances on the basis of new

data items. In order to refresh an instance all of its

part instances should be already refreshed.

The application functions (APPL) determine the

processing parameters, the termination conditions

and the selection of temporary goal concepts in the

model.
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Fig. 5 Two solutions to search tree propagation.

B. Search Tree Propagation

We distinguish two versions of the New Init pro-

cedure. In the �rst solution a selection of best nodes

from the current terminal set is done �rst. These

nodes are the starting nodes of the new search tree.

An immediate correspondence of data items and

previous instances to be refreshed is assumed, on

the basis of equal indices in the set of competitive

instances. This solution would correspond to an im-

mediate refreshing of all instances of selected search

node in Refresh. Only one successor node of the

"refreshed" node in the search tree would be gen-

erated. This solution would work well only then if

the proper interpretation is contained in one of the

propagated search nodes and if the same number of

hypotheses is generated in subsequent images.

As this requirement is seldom satis�ed an other

solution to New Init was implemented. Subspaces

that correspond to di�erent goal concepts are rec-

ognized. The root node of a subtree was generated

by a bottom{up modi�cation of a goal concept. In-

stead of propagating some terminal nodes all the

root nodes of subtrees, that contain a node in the

OPEN set, are selected for propagation. On the

basis of the instances from selected subtree an ap-

pended subtree root node is propagated to the next
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Fig. 6 Example of two tracking modes
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Fig. 7 The model structure for road object tracking

search tree. While the original node contains mod-

i�ed concepts an appended root node refers all the

instances, that have been generated in its subtree

(called a local instance net).

C. The Refreshing Step

If the Refresh procedure is applied to an appended

node the longest path from the previous subtree

is repeatedly generated (Fig. 5 (bottom)). As the

previously performed instantiations are now repeated,

the generated hypothesis numbers need not to be

equal in both images. All competitive instances

along the refreshed search path are updated (i.e.

recursive estimation of instance attributes) and not

only the currently best instances. In this solution it

is no longer required that the same number of com-

petitive instances (structure) is generated in sub-

sequent images. Now after several images the re-

freshed longest "search tree path" should be most

of the time the best solution in this subtree. If this

path is proved to be wrong the analysis for cur-

rent image can still be continued from other search

paths with the information contained in the local

instance net of the appended start node.

D. Local Instance Net

Time

Instances/Nodes 0 5 20 50

I(VP) 3 3 3 2

I(Road) 4 4 2 2

I(Stripe groups) 2 2 1 1

I(Moving groups) 2 2 1 1

I(Moving object) 35 21 3 3

I(Stripe object) 12 6 6 6

I(Scene) 2 2 1 1

Total I 60 45 17 16

Nodes 138 107 58 54

Inconsistency of all small no no

Tab. 1 Example of consecutive search complexity

Let us explain the local tracking of competitive

instances by the example in Fig. 6. In the image

at time t a subspace for tracking three objects in

the image has been expanded. The longest path

in the subspace contains the instantiation of three

object concepts A;B;C. In each instantiation step

three competitive instances have been generated.

Assuming that the number of generated instances

in two consecutive images is the same an immedi-

ate selection of the best instance leads to a node

with three instances fI

3

(A); I

3

(B); I

3

(C)g in im-

age (t), fI

1

(A); I

3

(B); I

2

(C)g in image (t+ 1) and

fI

3

(A); I

2

(B); I

3

(C)g in image (t + 2). If at the

time (t+2) it is veri�ed that the instances tracked

with the node X

ijk

are wrong, there is no possibil-

ity to go back to competitive solutions as long as

the other search tree nodes have not also been con-

tinuously refreshed. Due to the tracking of one tree

node with three instances alone the image descrip-

tion will not be stable. There is a high probability

that in the initialization phase 9 search paths of

length 3 with total number of 3 � 3 � 3 instances

(27 search tree nodes) will be generated.

The bottom drawing in Fig. 6 represents the

local inference net propagation. In this case one

search path of length 3 with 3 � 3 competitive in-

stances (9 search tree nodes) will be generated only.

After several images a better stability of some in-

stances should be achieved and the selection of the

consistent instance set will be much easier than the

single image based selection. The number of com-

petitive instances in the net is reduced step by step

to one instance for each object. Thus in the track-

ing phase the local instance net will be reduced to

3 instances only.

IV. Example

An example of a road scene model for road ob-

ject tracking under ego-motion is presented in Fig.

7. Competitive instances of following concepts are

usually generated during the analysis (Fig. 8): Van-

ishing point (VP), Road, Groups, Stripe object and

Moving object. Competitive instances of the con-

cept Scene represent di�erent object numbers if a

model dependent matching for the concept Mov-

ing object is applied.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 8 Instances: (a) vanishing point, (b) road (top view), (c) groups, (d) 5 stripe objects, (e) 3 moving objects
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Fig. 9 Results: (left) complexity of search, (right) stability of three instances

Following complexity of the consecutive tree search

algorithm has been experimentally veri�ed for given

model and image sequence (Table 1): during the

initialization phase the average number of compet-

itive instances for one concept was reduced from

three to two; after 50 images 1.2 competitive in-

stances were stored in average (Fig. 9(a)).

The stability of tracked instances was achieved

after 10{15 images. In Fig. 9(b) estimation vari-

ances of three refreshed instances in 50 images are

presented. The variance of the vanishing point posi-

tion is expressed in 100pixel

2

units, the road width

variance is given in m

2

and the translational veloc-

ity of the ego-motion is given in (m=0:04s)

2

.

V. Summary

Two control paradigms for image analysis { with

an explicit search graph and with a central infer-

ence net { have been discussed. A consecutive tree

search algorithm has been de�ned which contains a

mechanism for local instance net tracking. In this

way a exible tradeo� between low computational

complexity and high quality of the image sequence

analysis is possible.
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